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here ; (6) the Ilahi coins of  1038 to  1040  (Nos. 944-5) ; (c) the DEHLX
' Kalima in circle ' type after 1040 (there is a coin in my own cabinet
of this type as late  as 1049 — thirteenth year),    Shahjahan also
issued small 'fulus' from Dehli (No, 1109).
In 1048 Shahjahan 'built a city near Dehli which he named
Shahjahanab&d ' (Elliot & Dowson's History of India, p. 12), and in
future it is this name, with the epithet Ddru-t-faildfat, which
appears on the coins of Dehli. On Shahjahan's gold muhars and
rupees both the Kalima on the obverse and the king's name on the
reverse are in circular areas, while in the margin of the latter occurs
the following couplet: — '
li*   *A*i
f* *>	cjj,
' May the coin of Sh&lrjaMnabad be current for ever in the world in
tlie name of the second S&Mb Qiran.9
No. 859 is a gold muhar of this type and is dated the twenty-sixth
year (1062-3), but rupees are known of earlier date.
Aurangz^b's gold and silver coins, the earliest of which is dated
1070 (No. 1139), all bear his couplet on the obverse with the usual
reverse. The fjulus' formula was abandoned by SMh 'Alam I
on his silver issues and &L* ____ ajl- substituted for it, but it was
reintroduced on some of JaMndar's coins, and obtained till the
close of the dynasty.
Of Farrukh-siyar's coins several types occur, the arrangement of
the inscription and date on the obverse being varied.
No. 1836 is a rare coin of the pretender Ibrahim, the inscription
on which has been discussed on p. 216. The coins of Muhammad
and Ahmad are monotonous in their uniformity, 'ilamgir II varied
the type but attempted to put on the coin a great deal more than
the surface would hold — his inscriptions are therefore fragmentary.
Of Shah ellam II the only coin that need be noticed here is No. 2467,
dated 1221-48, whose border of roses, thistles, and shamrock leaves is
an indication of the events that had taken place three years before.
No. 2498 is a coin struck in the name of Bidar-Bakht, whom
Ghulam Qadir put on the throne of the Mughals in 1202 after
blinding SMh cllam.
After the British conquests in 1803 (1218), the rule of the
Mughals was confined to the palace at SMhjahanaMd, but there
they continued to exercise the royal privilege of striking coin till
1857. These pieces— both gold and silver— are of fine execution, and
broad enough to contain the whole of the inscription — rare qualities

